A characterization is given for the linear transformations that preserve majorization, Schur concavity, and exchangeability. In the case of bijectiv.s, it is shown that the same class of linear transformations preserves all three properties. More generally it is shown that the class of injections preserving majorization consists of the symmetric generalized inverses of the class of smjections that preserve exchangeability. Explicit matrix forms are given for each class, and the theory is applied to determine the partial exchangeability of estimators of interactions as well as to develop two extensions of the Marshall-Olkin theorem.
INTRODUCTION
The preordering of majorization, defined formally below, provides a unified framework for the study of inequalities involving functions of several variables. Marshall and Olkin (1979) offer a comprehensive introduction to this topic. Central to the theory of majorization is the work of Schur (1928) who characterized the set of real-valued functions f that reverse the preordering of majorization in the sense that x < y implies f(x) 2 f(y). This property, called Schur concavity, occurs in many common multivariate density functions. In the present paper, we extend some of Schur's results to vector-valued functions. In particular, we characterize all linear transformations A: 8" --, 8" (m < n) that preserve majorization, giving the explicit matrix form of A. In addition, we detail some implications of these transformations for the joint distributional properties of contrast estimators as well as for multivariate distributions with singular density functions.
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A necessary and sufficient condition for any linear transformation to preserve exchangeability is presented in Condition 2 below. From this condition, the explicit form of linear transformations preserving exchangeability is derived. The relationship among linear transformations that preserve majorization, Schur concavity, and exchangeability is established through a series of theorems. In the case m = n, it is shown that the same set of nonsingular linear transformations preserve all three properties.
The basic results for surjections are used to extend further a theorem of Anderson (1955) extended by Marshall and Olkin (1974) and Kimura and Kakiuchi (1989) among others, concerning the decreasing probability content of a region symmetric about the origin as it undergoes a location shift.
In summary, our work characterizes the linear injections that preserve majorization, the linear surjections that preserve exchangeability, and the linear bijections that preserve Schur concavity. The formal proofs for these results are given in Section 2 in the case where the random variables have proper densities. Section 3 contains results about partial exchangeability, including an application concerning the joint distribution of estimators of interactions. The case of singular densities, which have applications to the distribution of robust test statistics, is treated in Section 4. for each k = 1,. . . , n -1, where x[i, > . . . >, x,~] denote the components of x in decreasing order. We express such a majorization as w > x. A subset S of % * is said to be S-convex if x E S whenever w E S and x < w. A function f: !R n + 8 is Schur-concave if and only if f(w) G f(x) whenever w > x. A permutation 7 is a one-to-one function from the set { 1,. . . , n } onto itself. The set of all such permutations is denoted by Q2,. A permutation matrix R( 7) is an n x n matrix with the (i, j)th entry equal to 1 if r(i) = j and 0 otherwise. A random vector x E !I?" is said to have exchangeable components if R(r)x has the same distribution as x for every permutation r E 52 n. A linear transformation A : % m + % n preserves mujorization if A y > AZ whenever y > z. A linear transformation B of a random vector x is said to preserve Schur concavity if the density of Bx is Schur-concave whenever the density of x itself is Schurconcave; similarly B is said to preserve exchangeability if Bx has exchangeable components whenever x does. We also adopt the following notational conventions. The vector e, E !!I n is the vector of ones; that is, e, = (1,. . . , 1)'. The matrix I, is the n X n identity matrix, and J, = e,,e;. We shall also always assume that the positive integers m and n satisfy m < n, and that linear transformations A: % m -+ % n and B: 8" --, ?Jlm are of full rank m. Under these assumptions, A and B are generalized inverses if BA = I, and AB = ( AB)'. A generalized inverse B = A-of A always exists and, under the conditions of full rank and symmetry stated above, is unique (see e.g. Graybill, 1983, Chapter 6) .
For general full-rank linear transformations A: Brn + !I? n and B : !Jl n + W", the following two conditions play an important role in the sequel.
CONDITION 1. For every permutation r E L?,,, there exists a permutation r E Q2, such that R( r)A = AR(r).
CONDITION 2. For every permutation s E a,,, there exists a permutation 7 E a,, such that BR(T) = R(r)B.
The explicit matrix form of linear transformations A and B satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 is given by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 in the next section. Theorem 2 states that A satisfies Condition 1 if and only if Asatisfies Condition 2. Theorems 3 and 4 show that Condition 1 is necessary and sufficient for A to preserve majorization and A-to preserve exchangeability. In the case m = n, Corollary 1.3 shows that Conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent, and Theorems 5 and 6 imply that the nonsingular linear transformations satisfying these conditions preserve majorization exchangeability and Schur concavity.
BASIC THEORY
This section contains a series of theorems and corollaries that illustrate the ramifications of Conditions 1 and 2. Theorems 4, 5, 7, and 8 apply in the basic situation where all random variables have proper densities. Condition 1 that ti = ri/ni is an integer. Let Bi be the ni x m matrix whose rows consist of the ni members of Mi*, and let A i, . . . , At (t = Di) denote the sequence B 1 ,. .. , B,, B,,. .., B,,.. ., B,,. ..> B, where each Bi appears ti times (i = 1,. . . , 9). Then, clearly, Ai satisfies the condition of the theorem. It follows from Condition 1 that there is a permutation r E a,, such that Multiplying both sides of this equation by R(a), where u = rP ', then yields (I). W
The proof of the following corollary is similar to that of the theorem, and is therefore omitted. 
where UEQ" anda,bE% (a#O, a# -nb).
Proof. Using the same notation as in Theorem 1, ni = n!/FIpj! < n implies that either p, = n, which leads to the rows of A being multiples of e; and A being singular with a = 0 in (a), or {pi, pz} = { 1, n -l}, which leads to the general representation (2).
n COROLLARY 1.3. lf m = n, then Conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent.
Proof.
Suppose that A satisfies Condition 1. By Corollary 1.2, A can be expressed as A(a) = aR(a)+ b_l, where a, b E %. Thus for every r, 7 E 9,, A(a)R (7) = A(Tu) and R(r)A(u) = A(ua). In particular, for any 7r E a,,, setting 7 = UCIT~-' makes A(u)R(7) = R(n)A(u), which means that A satisfies Condition 2. The proof of the converse is similar. W It follows that if B is a nonsingular linear transformation satisfying Condition 2 with m = n, then B must also have the form (2). A more general relationship between conditions 1 and 2, valid for all m Q n, is given by Theorem 2. 
Suppose that A satisfies Condition 1. Then, since A-A = I, for every permutation 7r E a,,,, R( 7) = A--AR(a) = A-A( 7)A for some 7 E a,,. Thus R(n)A-= A-R(7)AK.
The claim is that A-R(T)AK = A-R(T).
Let N be the null space of A _, and M be the range of A, so that '%n = N@ M (see, for example, Theorem 6.11 of Graybill, 1983) . For any x E % n let x = x h' + xM be its unique decomposition as a sum of vectors from N and 'M, respectively. Note that x M = AA x is the orthogonal projection of x onto M.
For any x E % ",
A-R(T)AA-x = A-R(T)x~ and

A-R(T)x = A-R(T)(x, +xu) = A-R(T)x~ + A-R(T)x,.
Thus it remains to show that
A-R(T)x, = 0. (3)
Let \~={TEQ,,:R(T)A=AR(T) for some TEE,,,}. Then \k is a subgroupof Q,,,since TE\~ implies R(~~)A=AR(r~)foreach k=l,2,..., and hence that r -' E 'k; and, if ri and 7s E \k correspond to r1 and
E &n, then R( T~T~)A = R( T,)R( T~)A = R( T~)AR( r2) = AR( vr,)R( r2) = AR( "1772'2).
Both N and M are invariant under q, as is now demonstrated. Let xw E M and r E q. Then R(T)x~ = R(7)Ay = AR(r)y for some y E 91i" and r E Q,,, implying that R(T)x~ E M. Thus M is invariant under \k. For xN E N, xN E M, and r E 'k, we have Since the 7 in Equation (3) is in 'k, it follows that R( T)X~ E N, and hence that Equation (3) is satisfied.
The proof of the converse is similar, and is thus omitted. The relationship between pairs of linear transformations satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 and those preserving majorization, Schur concavity, and exchangeability will now be developed in a series of theorems, according to 
Proof.
Sufficiency: Suppose that A preserves majorization. Since for any r E Q2,, and y E %I", y majorizes and is majorized by R(m)y, it follows that Ay majorizes and is majorized by AR(m)y. Such a reciprocal relationship occurs if and only if each row of AR(m)y appears as a row of Ay. Therefore there is a permutation r E 3, such that R( 7)Ay = AR(a)y. Thus R(r)A = AR(a), and Condition 1 holds.
Necessity: If y and z E 8"' are ordered by majorization as y > z, then there is some D E g,,,, the set of all m x m doubly stochastic matrices, such that z = Dy. By Birkoff's theorem (Marshall and O&n, 1979 Sufficiency: Suppose that x E % n has exchangeable components and that y = Bx, where B satisfies Condition 2. Then for all 77 E a,,,, there exists a 7 E a,, such that R(r)y = R(a)Bx = BR(7)x. Since R(r)x has the same distribution as x, R(m)y must have the same distribution as Bx = y; hence y has exchangeable components and B preserves exchangeability.
Necessity: Let x0 E '8 " be a fixed vector with distinct components, and define the probability mass function f on % n by f(x) = l/n! if x = R( 7)x0 for some 7EQn, and f(x) = 0 otherwise. Then x -f has exchangeable components.
Suppose that y = Bx where B : 8 n -+ !Jl m preserves exchangeability. The probability mass function g of y has support on S = {z E % m : z = BR( 71)x0 for some ri E Q, }. By assumption, B preserves exchangeability, and therefore R(r)S = { R(a)z: z E S} = S for all n E 9,. Consequently, for all 7r E Q2, and ri E a,,, there exists a 7s E Q2, such that R(T)BR(T,)x, = BR(T~)x".
Conceivably ra could depend on the particular vector x0 chosen; however, since vectors with distinct components are dense in !I%", it is possible to find a spanning set of such vectors x0 for which the same rs is chosen. It follows that R( r)BR( ri) = BR( 7s) and that R(T)B = BR( 7) for r = rsr; '. Proof.
Let f be the probability density function of x, so that the density function g of y = A -lx is given by g(y) = ldet(A) IfCAy).
If yi > ys then A y, > A y, because A preserves majorization; and if f is Schur-concave, g(yi)/g(ya) = f(Ayl)/f(Ay2) < 1, ensuring that g is Schurconcave also. Thus A -' preserves Schur concavity. The foliowing lemma describes a key property about linear transformations that preserve Schur concavity. 
Let llx11' =Clxi12 b e s q uared Euclidean distance, and for each E > 0, let S, = {x E !Jln: IJx -n -'x'e,,e,)\ 2 < Ed} be the cylinder of radius E about the line determined by e,. Since S, is Sconvex (cf. Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 71) , it is possible to construct a Schureoncave density f, with support SE. For example, if x has a standard multivariate normal density, then the conditional density of x given that x E S, is such a density.
Let x-f, and y = Bx -g,. Because B is nonsingular, the support of g, = B( S,) contains some point z, such that c, = n-'zfe, f 0. By assumption, B preserves Schur concavity, so that g, must be Schur-concave. Thus g,( c,e,) > g,(z,) > 0, and teen E B(S,) is a nonzero scalar multiple of e,.
Suppose that as E + 0, some sequence z, can be chosen so that for each E, Ic,I > 6 for some 6 > 0. If v = B-'(e,)
were not a scalar multiple of e,, then it would be possible to choose E small enough so that Sv 4 S,, contradicting the fact that B( c,v) = cEe, E B(S,). Thus, in this case, v = B-'(e,) must be a scalar multiple of e,.
Alternatively, if tine above supposition does not hold, then c, + 0 as E + 0 no matter what choices are made for each z,. In this case zfe, -+ 0 as E -+ 0 implies that any vector z which is in B(S,) for every E > 0 must be orthogonal to e,. In particular, yi = Be, must be orthogonal to e,, so that yi > 0. Let C be any compact S-convex subset of 8" containing e, and 0 and having positive Lebesgue measure. Define the Schur-concave density f(x) to be proportional to exp{ Jx'e,]} on C and zero elsewhere, and let g(y) be the corresponding density of y = Bx. Then g(yr)/g(O) = f(e,)/f(O) = e" > 1 contradicts the requirement that g be Schur-concave, since B was assumed to preserve Schur concavity. This contradiction shows that yr = Be, cannot be orthogonal to e, if B is to preserve Schur concavity; hence the possibility in the preceding paragraph must hold, namely that v = B-'(e,) must be a scalar multiple of e,, making e, an eigenvector of B-'. n THEOREM 6. Zf a nonsingular linear transform&ion B: !R n -+ 9l n preserves Schur concavity, then it also preserves exchangeability.
Let vi = (0,. . . ,l,. . . , 0)' be the unit vector in !R " with i th component equal to 1, and let S be the convex hull of {vi,. . . , v, }. Note that S is S-convex, so that f(x)= (1;""p( -C$) for xES, for x ES is Schur concave. Let the scalar c be chosen so that f is a proper density, let x -f, and let y = Bx -g. Since B is linear, the support B(S) of g is the convex hull of {wr,..., w,, }, where wi = Bvi, i = 1,. . . , n. By assumption, B preserves Schur concavity, so that g must be Schur concave. Hence for any permutation r E Q,, g[R( r)w,] = g(wi). M oreover, since f takes its minimal value only on {vr,..., v, }, g takes its minimal value only on {wr, . . . , wn }.
Thus R( r)wi E {wi,. . . , wn }. Furthermore, Lemma 1 implies that wi f e,, since vi = B ~ 'wi is not a scalar multiple of e,. Thus there is some r E !J2, such that R(r)wj#wi. Itfollowsthat {~i,...,w,,}={R(r)w~:r~Q~}. Let 7~ be an arbitrary permutation in Q2,. Then for each i = 1,. . . , n, BR(r)v, = Bv,~I,~, = w~~I(~) = R('T)w~ = R(7)Bvi, for some T E a,,. Since {vr,...,v,} are a basis for !Rz", it follows that for every rr E Sz, there is a r E 3, such that BR(n) = R(7)B. This means that B satisfies Condition 1. By Corollary 1.3, B also satisfies Condition 2; and by Theorem 4, B preserves exchangeability. n Combining our basic results produces the following theorems. The next theorem generalizes a result by Dean and Wolfe (1988) , which was used to determine distributional properties of linear estimators in a nonparametric linear model. The notation is as follows. For i = 1,2, C, is an mi X ni matrix of rank mi < ni, Ii is the ni X n, identity matrix, and e; = Cl,..., l] is a vector with n, components. 
If x has n = nlnZ exchangeable components, then x I = [Ii@ e!Jx has n1 exchangeable components, since Z,@ei satisfies Condition 2. Similarly, x2 = [e'i@Z12]x has n2 exchangeable components.
By assumption, yi = [C,@ e!Jx has l~li exchangeable components, so that [C,@ e;]x = C, [ 1,~ e&lx = C,x 1 has m 1 exchangeable components. Therefore, from Theorem 4, C, satisfies Condition 2 with the appropriate dimensions, and for similar reasons so does C,. Consequently, if v E a,,, is such that R(n) = R(1~i)@'R(ra) for some ri E L?2,t (i = 1,2), then there exist ri E Q2,, and ra E 8,+ such that EXAMPLE. For the linear model x = p + e, where p is a vector of unknown constants and e E 93" has exchangeable components, consider a factorial experiment with three factors having n1 = 3, n, = 4, n3 = 5 levels, respectively, and one observation on each combination of factor levels. Suppose that the levels of the first factor are qualitative and that the effect of the first level is to be compared with the effects of the other two levels of that factor. The contrasts of interest may then be written as B,p = [C,@ e@ es] ~1, where Suppose that the second factor has four levels. A set of contrasts that compares the levels of the second factor in pairs is B,p = [e;@ Cz@ e;]p, where
As a final variation, suppose that for the third factor, it is of interest to compare the effect of the first level with the average of the other four levels, and also to compare the fifth level with the average of the other four levels. The contrasts of interest are then B,p = [e;@ ei@CC3]p, where As is well known, the least-squares estimators of the Bil.r are Bix (i = 1,2,3).
Under the null hypothesis that x has exchangeable components, Theorem 4 implies that each Bix has exchangeable components.
The interaction contrasts [e;@ C,@ C,] lo,, [C,@ Cs@ e;] p, [C,@ e@ Cs] II, and [C,@Cc,@ C,]p correspond to the chosen sets { Bi} of main contrasts and are estimated by replacing p with x. Under the null hypothesis that x has exchangeable components, Corollary 10.1 implies that each B,x has partially exchangeable components.
SINGULAR DENSITIES
Suppose that x E !Jl* has a singular density concentrated on the hyperplane B( % "), where B is an m x n matrix with m < n. In the case where x has exchangeable components and B(x) has a Schur-concave density, it is possible to obtain a stochastic ordering of the same form as that given by the main theorem in Marshall and Olkin (1974) , reproduced as Theorem 11 below. Their theorem applies to the special case where x has a proper density function with respect to Lebesgue measure on %". Theorem 12 generalizes Theorem 11 to include cases where x has a singular density, and Theorem 13 provides alternative conditions that guarantee the same conclusions as those of Theorem 11.
THEOREM 11 (Marshall and Olkin, 1974).
Zf x E 93" has a Schur-concave density, p is a nonrandom vector in 9l", and S is an Sconver subset of !I? ", then h(p) = P{x E S + p } is a Schur-concave function of p.
The following lemma is needed to prove two different extensions of Theorem 11 that are valid in the case where x E !R n does not have a Schur-concave density.
LEMMA 2. Zf S is an Sconvex subset of !Jl * and B : (31 n + !R m satisfies Condition 2, then L = B(S) is an Sconvex subset of 8"'.
Proof.
First note that any subset T of ?Irn is S-convex if and only if for every y E T the convex hull C(Y) = ( c a,Z?(~)y:a,>Oand c a,=1 n E on, TEQ", of the orbit of y is contained in T (see Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 8) .
Let y E L = B(S), so that y = Bx, for some x0 E S. Any element in C(y) has the form = ~a,Z3R(r,,)x0
(by Condition 2)
but Cu,R( 7,)x0 E C(x,) and so must also be in S because S is S-convex. Thus, C(y) is a subset of L, and L is S-convex. One possible resolution to this problem is to weaken the notion of majorization.
Toward this end, we invoke the notion of group majorization used by Mudholkar (1966) .
DEFINITION.
Let \k be a subgroup of Q2,. A vector w E 8" is said to \k-mujorize another vector x E !R n if x lies in the convex hull of { R( 4)~:
Note that in the case where \k = a,,, \k-majorization becomes ordinary majorization, as follows from a simple application of Birkoff's theorem (see Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 8) . 
Proof. Let L = A-(S), A = A-(p), and X0= A-&,). Then h(p)= P{~ES+~}=P{~EL+X}>/P{~EL+X~}
byTheorem 11,since L is S-convex by Lemma 2 and X0 > X by Lemma 3; but P{y E L + X, } = P{x E S + ~0 > = h&0).
n Note that in the case m = n, \k = Q,,, and Theorem 12 reduces to Theorem 11. In the case where x maintains its exchangeability even when its density is singular, a stronger conclusion is given by Theorem 13. given by CoroZZury 1.1, B, is an m Xm matrix, and B 2,"' Bt are m x 1. Suppose also that x E %" has exchangeable components and that for any measurable subset S of !Rn, P{x E S} = P{y E B(S)}, wherey=BxE!Rm has a Schur-concave density. Zf S is an S-c~vex subset of 9%" and PLE", then h(p) = P(x E S + IL} is a Schur-concave fin&ion of CL.
Proof.
We have to show that if lo < v then h(p) > h(u). By Muirhead's theorem (Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 21 COROLLARY 13.1. Suppose that B satisfies Condition 2 with m = n -1.
Then B = [B, BJR(u),
where u E G2,, B, has the form (2) and B, = ce,,, for som,e c E 8; and Theorem 13 applies. Kimura and Kakiuchi (1989) also used Muirhead's theorem to prove a special case of Theorem 13 where B = [I,,, O,,] and y = Bx. Their purpose in developing such a theorem was to provide a stochastic inequality for certain test statistics of robust null hypotheses.
The generalization provided by Theorem 13 generalizes the class of statistics known to satisfy the stochastic inequality and facilitates the verification that such test statistics satisfy the required distributional assumptions. The following example illustrates the basic idea.
EXAMPLE. Let w E !Rn have exchangeable components, so that x = [Z, -n 'J,]w also has exchangeable components and is singular, since e;x = 0. Kimura and Kakiuchi (1989) worked with statistics based on x. To check the Schur concavity of h(p), which is needed for the distributional properties of statistics based on x, it is sufficient to check the Schur concavity of the density of y = Bx for any (n -1) x n matrix B that satisfies Condition 2. Note that the Schur concavity of the density of y is easily verified if w has an n-dimensional multivariate normal density.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have characterized the linear transformations that preserve majorization, Schur concavity, and exchangeability. In particular, when m = n, we have shown that these transformations have the form (2).
For m < n, we have shown that any linear transformation A of the form (1) preserves majorization, and its generalized inverse B = A-preserves exchangeability. Similarly, if B' has form (l), then B preserves exchangeability, and its generalized inverse A = B--preserves majorization.
Counterparts to each of the basic theorems in Section 2 may be developed for \II-majorization, q-partial exchangeability, and \E-concavity, where a function is defined to be q-concave if it reverses the preordering of *-majorization. The theory is quite straightforward, but its presentation would needlessly complicate the basic theory in Section 2.
We have also given two examples of the use of the basic theory developed in this paper. The first example showed that the partial exchangeability of certain contrast estimators for interaction effects in a factorial experiment can be deduced from the exchangeability of the corresponding estimators for the main effects. The second example indicated how the extension of the Marshall-Olkin theorem may be used to obtain properties of certain test statistics.
Open problems left for future research include a characterization of linear transformations B : !I? n + % "' with m < n that preserve Schur concavity, a complete characterization of the linear transformations that preserve partial exchangeability for a given subgroup, other applications of Theorem 13, and an investigation of a similar theory for nonlinear transformation.
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